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Advancing Technology Enhances Lives
by Richard C. Schutt, CEO

At Providence,

see it in the small houses in Homer

we want to

Glen — and soon to be in St. John,

provide truly

Indiana — where the structure of the

advanced

building allows a resident who was

technology —

once confined to a wheelchair to start

we stay on top

walking again.

of innovation
so that our
residents and
clients are
always able to maintain their highest
level of independence.

In this newsletter, you will learn
more about our clinical offerings in
different settings: the latest tools for
rehab, the revolutionary style of the
small house, and how Providence at
Home allows you to receive a wide

We don’t innovate to be trendy,

variety of Providence-quality clinical

but to enhance lives.

services without leaving your house.

You see evidence of that in a bionic

We hope you’ll also see how our

leg that allows a stroke patient

technology and clinical expertise

to head home a week earlier than

help us to live out our mission

expected. You see it in the driver’s

statement —it’s not technology for

rehab program, where therapists help

technology’s sake, but another way

clients get back on the road. And you

to enhance the lives of those we
serve in the name of Jesus Christ.

UPCOMING EVENT NOTICES
TORCHLIGHT 2015 — Save the Date | Friday, November 6, at The Union League
Club of Chicago

Depositors Already Reserving
Spots at Park Place of St. John

CONSTRUCTION WORK CONTINUES ON NEW COMPLEX

Dolores Kubal, the first person to put down a deposit for Park Place of St. John,
poses near a rendering of the new complex, which is expected to open in 2016.

Deposits are now being accepted
for retirement living at Park Place
of St. John, and four people have
already decided to reserve a spot in
the apartment building.
The newest complex is expected to
open in 2016, and Dolores Kubal is
already looking forward to moving
in. She was the first to put down the
refundable deposit for the community. Three others — another woman,
and a couple — have also decided
to take the next step toward moving
in at our first community in Indiana. They will have the first pick of
apartments when the choice comes
available later this year.
Seven floor plans will be available
to choose from, with options for
one or two bedrooms, one or two
bathrooms, and a garage, patio, or

balcony. The building will also have
plenty of community space, including a lounge with a fireplace, dining
rooms, a library, clubroom, fitness
area, beauty salon, art room, and a
guest suite. Walking trails will connect Park Place to the greater community at The Gates of St. John.

Dolores Kubal smiles for a photo
with Providence's Beth Cunningham,
who accepted the deposit on
Providence's behalf.
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Depositors Already Reserving Spots at Park Place of St. John
“It feels … fantastic (to be the first
Park Place depositor),” Dolores said.
“It’s exhilarating, empowering, overwhelming — I don’t know, there’s no
adjective I can think of. It feels like
the best adjective you can find.”
Along with the independent living
apartments, Providence has plans
to open three Small House style
buildings on the St. John campus,
much like the ones at Victorian
Village. After leading the way in
Illinois, we have learned a lot that
we will put into practice at our
first Indiana community.

“We’ve tried to stay true to Victorian Village as much as we could,” said
Jeff Courtney, Vice President of
Development and Construction.
“We’ve modified the floor plan
slightly — the resident rooms will be
bigger, and we changed the placement of the bathrooms — but there
aren’t any major design changes.”
Park Place of St. John will feature
skilled nursing and rehab, as well
as memory care, in the new Small
House buildings. For more on the
success the Small House program
has been having in Illinois, see page 4.

Pictured above are renderings of the Park Place campus. It will feature retirement
living in an apartment-style building, as well as Small House style skilled nursing
and rehab buildings. The complex will have plenty of community space.
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Depositors Already Reserving Spots at Park Place of St. John
Because the Victorian Village buildings were the first Small Houses in
the state of Illinois, the approval process for them was longer and more
difficult than usual, as regulations
were applied to the new model. That
shouldn’t be an issue for Park Place
of St. John: the community will feature the first Small Houses in Northwest Indiana, but not in the state —
Indiana has already approved similar
buildings, which should make the
approval process smoother.

Construction on the St. John project,
which started at the end of January,
has been progressing as the weather
continues to warm up. The foundation has been poured for one of the
Small House buildings. Crews continue to move dirt, level the ground, and
work toward finishing the foundation
for the other buildings.
For more information on Park Place
of St. John, call (219) 525-4658
or email PPSJ@provlife.com.

Construction started in St. John at the end of January. In the photos above, crews are
busy with excavation and mass grading. Digging for foundation has also begun, and
foundation has been poured for one of the Small House cottages.

Find us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/ParkPlaceStJohn) for
the latest photos, construction updates, and other news from
our first community in Indiana!
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New Style of Care Gets
Glowing Reviews

Residents at Victorian Village Health & Wellness Center are experiencing
a new style of care.

At Victorian Village Health &

Wellness Center, a completely new
approach to clinical care has been
introduced — and both the results
and the response have
been remarkable.

The first residents moved in to

the new buildings on the Homer
Glen campus in early February,

and now 20 clients are receiving
Small House style care.

“We’ve had very positive feedback;
our residents and families are
very appreciative of the care

and attention to detail,” said

Victorian Village administrator Dave
Tiemersma. “We were told when we
were visiting different Small House
locations how therapeutic the
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atmosphere can be, and now
we’re seeing it.”

One resident, who came from

assisted living, spent most of her

time in a wheelchair and on oxygen
— now she is walking again, and
uses the oxygen only at night.

“It’s part of the Small House design
— residents only have to go short
distances, and as they walk, their
legs get stronger,” Dave said.

Another resident, a rehab client,
came to the Health & Wellness
Center after having a bad

experience at another facility.

He had been on a supplemental

feeding tube, but once he got to
Victorian Village, that changed:

“He loves the food we serve in the

Small House,” Dave said. “He looks
forward to every meal!”

Just a day after he moved in, his

family sent an Edible Arrangement
to Victorian Village as a thank you.
“They are so happy about the care
he is getting,” Dave said.

– taking care of things like laundry,

cleaning, meal-planning, groceries,

and cooking. Each worker is trained

to provide for residents in the same
way a family member would.

“We have an extensive curriculum,
developed by our own Education
Institute, and every employee

receives some training in it,” Dave

said. “But the Care Partners receive
gobs of additional training. The

biggest component is dietary —

not only do they cook, but they

also have to handle the kitchen
according to regulations.”

The whole system reflects an

entirely new service culture, and

requires staff to think about care
in an entirely new way.
The layout of the Victorian Village Health
& Wellness Center allows residents
greater independence.

Karen Krooswyk is the daughter

of the first resident to move in at

Victorian Village Health & Wellness

Center. As a nurse practitioner, she
The high quality of the Health &

has a clinical understanding of the

— it was designed to feel more like

confidence that she will be well

Wellness Center is not an accident

care her mother needs and the

home in every way, from the design

taken care of at VVHWC.

of the building to the care provided
by staff.

At each house, CNAs serve as Care

“My anxiety level just dropped,”
she said. “I can’t take care of

Mom anymore, but I wanted her

Partners, or "universal workers."

in a home-like setting, and to her,

medical needs, and Marianjoy

her here, with Christian people,

clients, but Care Partners handle

this is great, the whole concept

RNs are on staff for residents’

this is home. I’m so glad to have

therapists will work with rehab

getting Christian service. I think

all of the daily tasks of each house

of this place.”
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MEETING CLIENTS WHERE THEY ARE:

Providence At Home Makes Quality
Care Available in Your Own House
With Providence at Home, clients
don’t have to leave their own

houses to receive Providence-

quality care, whether that care is

of a clinical nature or simply some
help with cleaning.

Private Duty CNAs will come to help
with housekeeping and laundry,
meal preparation, bathing and

dressing, exercise and socialization,
and medication reminders. Private
Duty can be used by anyone —

Providence at Home staff meets clients
where they are.

— and allows people to remain

both Illinois and Indiana. “We have

no physician’s order required
independent longer.

wonderful communities, but we

For more medical assistance,

don’t want people to go there if

offer skilled nursing care, chronic

Providence at Home continually

Home Health RNs and therapists
care management, wound care,

and physical, occupational, and

speech therapy. Often used after
a hospitalization, Home Health

provides the skilled nursing and

rehab services needed by patients,
without requiring them to spend
time in a facility.

they are not ready.”

strives for high standards. The

division recently became approved
post-acute provider of the Post-

Acute Care Continuing Care Network

(PAC-CCN) of the Franciscan Alliance
Accountable Care Organization

(ACO). As a Participant in the PACCCN, Providence at Home must

“We want to meet people where

achieve and maintain specific

President of Home and Community-

the PAC-CCN.

they are,” said Ann O’Heir, Vice

quality expectations to remain in

Based Services for Providence at

And Providence at Home continues

Home, which serves people in
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to be accredited by the Joint

Commission, demonstrating

Health program for 19 years, and

excellence in

accredited for nine years. Private

a continued commitment to
care. The Joint
Commission,

an independent,
not-for-profit

organization, holds health

facilities to a high standard,

going far beyond what is required
by the state in all areas of

care. Providence at Home has
been accredited for its Home

Providence Hospice has been

Duty received accreditation on its
first try last year.

“There are new standards

and requirements constantly,”

Ann said. “It takes us to a higher

level of standardization, a higher
level of quality. It’s an everyday,

all-day, all-the-time commitment
to excellence.”

Providence Rehab Centers Offer
Bionic Leg Technology
WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY.
Therapists at Providence
Healthcare &

Rehabilitation Centers of

Downers Grove, Ill., Palos

Heights, Ill., and Zeeland,
Mich., are now using the

AlterG Bionic Leg to help

patients get moving again.

It’s the first wearable robotic
trainer —and while it’s not
quite the making of the

six million dollar man, it is

making rehab more effective.
“It’s helping patients with

sit-to-stand, and giving them

feedback on how to shift their

weight better — it gives external
support, but can be adjusted

to allow them to use their own

muscles as much as possible,”
said Laura Ford, director of

rehab services at Providence
of Palos Heights.

The Bionic Leg is activated
when the patient shifts

weight to the affected

limb. This helps patients
naturally re-learn how

to use an injured limb.

Therapists find that the

Bionic Leg helps patients

stand stronger, walk more
confidently, and recover

sooner. It is a powerful

rehab tool in helping

people get back to their

lives as quickly as possible.
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Rethinking Rehab
What do you think of when you

think of Providence Healthcare &
Rehab? If you’re not visualizing

bionic legs, safe drivers, and shortterm stays, you might need to take
another look.

Rehab from Providence offers

clients access to not only the latest
technology, but also the care staff
and therapists who work hard to

get patients back to their lives as

Staff and technology work together
for rehab at Providence locations.

Rehab and skilled nursing are

quickly as possible.

available at five Providence

The rehab buildings are long-

and Rehab of Palos Heights, Downers

communities: Providence Healthcare

term homes for only a small

percentage of their residents – for
those residents, the goal is still to
maintain a high quality of life and
maximum independence. But for

almost all clients, the Providence
community is a temporary stay —
usually about three weeks.

Grove, and Zeeland, as well as Park
Place Health & Wellness Center in

Elmhurst and Victorian Village Health
& Wellness Center in Homer Glen.

In 2016, we expect to open another

option at Park Place of St. John, our
first community in Indiana.

Driver Rehab Available
at Palos Heights
The Driver Rehab program at Providence of Palos Heights helps
people regain confidence and safe driving skills after they’ve had
a stroke, injury, or recent hospitalization. Occupational therapists
assess vision, perception, cognition, and concentration before
taking clients out behind the wheel. Therapists can even help
patients get adaptive equipment for their cars if needed.
8
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Response to Rehab
“I like the atmosphere here. Everyone
is very friendly. They encourage you

to come out to all the activities. The
therapy sessions are vigorous, but

that’s ok — I want to be able to do
things for myself again. And I am
very confident that I will.”
"Providence has given me 10 years of my
life back," John Kovas said after rehab.

John Kovas received physical and

occupational therapy at Providence
of Downers Grove,
and it changed

his life. Watch the

video by scanning
the code.

B. W., 2015 rehab client
“The people here are just beautiful.

They don’t just treat you as patients
— they let you into their lives too. If

anybody is thinking about it, this is a
good place to go.”

P. P., 2015 rehab client
“I liked it there so much, I almost

Echoing John’s sentiments, other

cried when my rehab was done and I

their decision to get rehabilitation

2014 rehab client

clients have been very happy with

at Providence. Here are some of the
reviews we’ve received:

“I would like to take the time to write
a letter of appreciation concerning
the excellent care that I received

here at Providence Healthcare and

had to leave!”

“My experience at Providence was
incredible. From the time I arrived
I was warmly greeted. All of the

staff treated me extremely well. The

therapy I received was beyond belief.”

Rehabilitation Center. The people

J. F., rehab client

— whether it was healthcare-related,

“Great care! Great food! I’m so glad I

related, custodial-related, or

B. C., rehab client

whom I encountered in all capacities
therapy-related, food services-

medical-related — were attentive,

chose Providence.”

caring, pleasant, and informative.”
D. H., rehab client
LIFESTYLE | Issue № 2- 2015
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Resident Assistance Gifts Benefit
Those Who Need It Most
BY BILL BUIKEMA, VP OF MINISTRY AND ADVANCEMENT

One of the greatest gifts that

of the commitment we make as

to our residents is the relief that

faithful gifts we receive from our

Providence Life Services can offer
results from free care.

a ministry, and because of the

supporters, families, and friends.

The average life expectancy keeps

Each year we highlight this need so

may not last long enough to fulfill

these gifts to resident assistance.

rising, and a person’s resources
the cost of care for his or her

lifetime. If you couple that with the
financial challenges of each state,
the problem becomes even more

serious. For example, through the

you are aware of the importance of
Without these gifts, it would be

impossible for us to sustain our
ministry in its present form. For

over 100 years, we have been able
to provide benevolent and free

care to the elderly who need it the

most, and this year is no different.
We expect to provide over

$5,000,000 in unreimbursed care to
residents, and in addition, provide
spiritual support to all of our

residents through our chaplaincy

program, which is entirely funded
through the generous gifts of our
community friends.
Gifts to Providence allow us to provide
free care for residents.

state of Illinois Medicaid program,
Providence receives less than half

the cost needed to provide care for
a client. Rresidents whose funds
have been depleted are able to

stay in our community because
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I would encourage you to consider
a gift to resident assistance for

Providence Life Services. Each gift
is greatly appreciated — your gift

makes a difference in the life of the
elderly by taking the burden away
from them when they are in their
weakest hour, and answers God’s
call in the Bible to care “for the
least of these.”

The Providence Family
DONORS | January- March — 2015

Gifts for
Providence
Tim and Deborah
Abbring
Assurance Agency, Ltd.
Kelly Baker
Rev. Archie and Eldred
Bazuin
Julie Benda
Henrietta Billings
Rev. Heino and Karen
Blaauw
Janna Boger

Gail Dillard
Joseph Domenick
Kimberly Dougherty
Michelle Dykstra
Ebenezer Christian
Reformed Church
Don and Janis
Engelsman
Rev. Gerry and Carol
Erffmeyer
Faith Christian
Reformed Church Elmhurst

Jacqueline Hilt

Jerome Lewitke

Homewood Disposal
Service, Inc.

Lombard Christian
Reformed Church

Hope Christian
Reformed Church

Sharon Lopez

Alvin A. Bosma

First Reformed Church
of Lansing

Stephanie Brossett

Heide Forbush

Bill Buikema, Jr.

Marie Gaskill

Peter and Heidi
Huizenga

Kari Campagna

Nadia Ghouleh

Stacy Irwin

Carol Candell

Diane Giglio

Carol Jacobson

Kymberlee Carr

Tracy Goffard

Kathleen Janik

Marthe Celis

Carl and Debra
Goodfriend

Connie Jaros

Hyun Clark
Terri Clark-Borgman
Classis Illiana
Colonial Chapel

Tina Governale
Annie Gras
John and Barbara
Groenewold

Cornerstone Protestant Neli Guajardo
Reformed Church Debra Hall
Dyer
Joe and Beth
Cunningham

Philip Hannema
Linda Hart

Doug and Tracie De
Groot

Elizabeth Hauser

Miranda Deuter

Ray and Lisa Hemphill

Bill and Kathy
De Young

Jud Henry

Helen Hountras

Mary Kay Kacmarek
Lambert and Lori Kamp
Ted Kendzora

Bethsy Luquingan
Lynwood United
Reformed Church
Nancy Lyon
Pretzel Manalo
Terri Maxeiner
MB Financial Bank
- South Holland/
Elmhurst
David and Linda Meyer
Michael Michalak

Paul Kline

Midwest Transit
Equipment

Knollcrest Funeral
Home

John Milne

Lisa Konrath
Mary Kruse
Cynthia Krystozek
Hilda Kuiken
Bruce and Mary Leep

Judith Morehouse
Jeff and Beth Mukamal
Joseph Nowak
Mike and Cindy Nylen
Allison Oleshko
Ethel Olthof
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The Providence Family
Cheryl and George
Widdowson
Candy Williams
Nellie Woodard
Carolyn Wooten
Nicole Yates
Norman Youmans

Orland Park Christian
Reformed Church
Larry and Johnna Otte

Carol Stogin
Elizabeth Stoik

Michael and Laura
Palos Heights Christian Stoub
Reformed Church
Scott and Mary
Studebaker
Barb Park
Manuel and Michele
Pedre
Richard Post
Providence Bank
PLS Auxiliary of
Downers Grove
Jim and Kristine
Ravesloot
Harold and Marlene
Reisner

Barbara Thompson
Shirley Tirado-Moran

Sarah M. Hannema
Philip Hannema
Evelyn Koldenhoven

Ruth M. Lakus
Carol Sack

BIRTHDAYS

Sam Rhoda

Harry Beezhold, Sr.

Albert J. Decker

95TH BIRTHDAY

MEMORIALS

Margaret Thomas

Philip Hannema

Zeeland Classis
of the CRC

Steven Szot

Jacquelyn L. Terpstra

Alvin J. Hannema

Gary and Joan Schutt

David Sullivan

Geraldine Terpstra

Albert J. Decker

Leatitia Young

Joe and Judy Beezhold

Megan Tengerstrom

Magdalena Decker

Dorothy Ridder
Clarence and Joan
Ridder

Patricia "Pat" Strong
GIFTS GIVEN IN LOVING
Mary Kay Kacmarek
MEMORY OF

Genevieve Abbring
Bill Buikema, Jr.
Mary Kay Kacmarek
Richard and Linda
Schutt

Joan Suda
Mary Kay Kacmarek
Shirley Terpstra
David and Eileen
Schaap

Mary Reusz

Linda Tornabeni

Scott and Mary
Studebaker

John Romano

Kenneth Triezenberg

Loretta Biela

Henry and Carrie Rooy

Mark and Eileen Trnka

Willard H. "Bill"
Van Eck, Sr.

Crisanta Ruisz

Amy Unger

Ronald and Bonnie
Veldman

Sarah Saballa

George and Alice
Van der Molen Estate

Betty Cramp

For the Van Eck Rehab
Scholarship Fund

Diane Sarosiek
Jeana Schaaf
Gary and Joan Schutt
Richard and Linda
Schutt
Nicholas and Kristy
Smith

Ivan and Barbara
Van Essen
Barry and Karen
Vander Genugten
Mary Walker
Kevin Walsh

Joanne Steif-Nazimek

Wheaton Christian
Reformed Church

Morna Stewart

Alice Wick
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Timothy Slager

Genevieve Torringa
Russel Knol

Bill Buikema, Jr.

Board
of Governors
Frank Cluck

Grace De Roos

Vicki Van Eck Hill

Nancy De Roos

Jolyn Houser

Kenneth and Dolores
Haak

Harold and Marlene
Reisner
Richard and Linda
Schutt
Scott and Mary
Studebaker
Betty Van Bruggen

Bernard and Sherry
Kooyenga
Milton and Janet
Nichols
John and Marilyn
Rosier

2015–2016

Norm Aardema
Chair

Janice DeBoer
Don DeGraff
Arnold Koldenhoven
Jim Lagestee
Cathy Larsen

Dennis and Susan
Scholtens

Bruce Leep

Bill and Jean Smit

Dick Molenhouse

Marjorie Vander Wagen

Roy Van Eck

Memorial gifts
for Hospice

Ronald J. Pacer

Richard Van Hattem

Judith Culliney

Board of Directors Liaison

Alvin W. Bouma

Barbara Farley

Sam Van Til

Dorothy Baas

Frances Foor

Robert Workman

Marge Bouma

Robin Maddix

Marlene Bulthuis

George and Kathleen
Mitten

Stephan and Gabriela
Van Eck
Van Eck and Dykstra,
Inc.

Charles and Joanne
DePasquale

Susan Zels

Your gifts and prayers help ensure that
we can keep providing Christian care.
www.providencelifeservices.com/give
(Providence Life Services is a Christian
501(c)3 non-profit organization.)

Robert Van Staalduinen

Robert Workman

Richard C. Schutt

Lucette Bamford

Hal Brown

Jean Cavanaugh

w w w . P r o v i d e n c e L i f e S e r v i c e s . c o m

CEO, Providence Life Services

Rich Van Hattem

Donald Van Dyk

Tim Smits

Ken Schoon

Gary Ellens

Dr. Al Diepstra

ASST. SECRETARY / TREASURER

Sharon Clousing

SECRETARY/TREASURER

Justin Kats

VICE CHAIR

Cal Tameling

CHAIR

Tim Breems
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